1. Why was Tim unhappy at the beginning of the story?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. Explain one way the desert tortoise stays cool in the desert heat?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. This story is realistic fiction. Give an example from the story of how you know it is realistic fiction.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4. Name another way desert animals survive in the desert heat.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

5. How does Tim change from the beginning of the story to the end?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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6. If you are **honest** you “tell the truth.” If you are **dishonest** you….
   a) tell the truth again
   b) do not tell the truth
   c) told the truth in the past

7. If a toy is **assembled**, it is “put together.” If a toy is **disassembled**, it is….
   a) not put together
   b) put together again
   c) unable to be put together

8. If **enjoy** means “like”, what does **enjoyed** mean?
   a) does not like
   b) liked
   c) like again

9. If **raise** means “lift”, what does **raised** mean?
   a) lifted
   b) lower
   c) lift again

10. Write about how another animal you know survives the heat or the cold. Use key details.
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________
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